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1. INTRODUCTION 

A Grant is a financial donation/non-commercial payment, given by the EU (from the EU Budget 
or the EDF) with the aim to achieve its broad policy objectives. They are usually given to 
implement small to medium size projects referred to as grants projects. 

The organisation giving out grants on behalf of the EU is called a Contracting Authority (CA), in 
certain cases the EC is the CA. The CA is in charge of selecting the best projects (after a 
particular call for proposals) and of monitoring the implementation of grants projects.  

The entity(ies), receiving a grant for implementing a project may be small and medium 
enterprises, research organisations, state institutions, non-government organisations, 
CSO’s...etc and as designated for each call are called Mono-beneficiary or Multi-beneficiaries 
as the case may be. The Coordinator (lead applicant)  is required to submit financial reports on 
the project to the CA in the process called monitoring which is a continuing function that uses 
systematic collection of data to provide the management with indications of the extent of 
progress and achievement of objectives and progress in the use of allocated funds. 

This allows the CA to check whether the funds have been used in accordance with the agreed-
upon objectives and rules; it informs the CA about the project progress and it provides them 
with the information for determining the final amount of EU’s contribution to the project. 

Experiences revealed that most beneficiaries encounter a lot of administrative and financial 
problems during the implementation of their grants projects.  

On the other hand, the CA, that may be a public institution in the beneficiary country(ies), may 
lack the required experience, human resources and time to monitor several projects usually 
geographically distributed.  

This raises the need for a real-time monitoring system that enables CA staff, the operators on 
the ground and the authorities directly responsible to be informed rapidly about progress on all 
projects including the allocated funds utilisation.  

2. PROBLEMS WITH IMPLEMENTATION AND MONITORING OF GRANTS PROJECTS 

At the highest level, quick and efficient communication is a key success factor for any type of 
project. This factor is more important when it comes to managing and monitoring several 
different distributed projects as it is the case with grants projects.  

Slow and unorganised communications between the CA from one side and the Beneficiaries 
from the other side is one of the most reported sources of problems in implementing and 
monitoring grants projects. However, and to better approach the problems related to grants 
projects, it may be helpful to classify these problems according to their sources.  

1. On the Beneficiaries level 

Problems and difficulties on beneficiaries’ level originate from several sources: 

1. Most grants beneficiaries have limited or no previous experience in implementing and 
managing EU-funded grants projects. 

2. Differences between local financial management rules and EC rules result in some 
inconsistency in payments registration and records keeping, and in financial 
management in general. 
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This results in projects failing to achieve their objectives in time and within the budget where 
rules are not correctly applied and beneficiaries require additional assistance and training while 
also risking to incur ineligible costs. 

Beneficiaries make errors or face difficulties in: 

1. Preparing precise financial reports. 

2. Delivering narrative and financial reports on time. 

3. Making changes (reallocations) to the initial approved budget with respect to the rules. 

4. Applying the correct Procurement rules for Contract-award procedures. 

5. Using or requesting the use of contingency reserve. 

6. Notifying the Contracting Authority on time about any changes. 

7. Preparing forecasted budgets or requesting addendums on-time. 

2. On the Contracting Authority level 

In the decentralized procedure, monitoring the grants projects at both technical and financial 
levels is delegated to some local authorities within the beneficiary country. Most of these 
authorities have no previous experience in monitoring EU-funded grants, and are used to apply 
local rules and regulations which are in general different from those requested by the EC. 

Real-time monitoring becomes more difficult when dozens of grants projects are to be followed 
up. With the lack of the necessary qualified human resources, important delays in responding 
to beneficiaries requests occur, and by consequence implementing grants projects is delayed, 
where getting extensions is not always possible or cost-effective. 

In the lack of the real-time monitoring tools, the CA is mostly overwhelmed with resolving 
issues rather than being aware of potential risks before they become real issues and taking the 
necessary precautions and corrective actions. 

3. THE PROPOSED SOLUTION: EGREG 

EU Grants Management and Monitoring system (EGREG) is an IT Solution designed to keep all 
problems in implementing and monitoring grants projects under control. It is designed with the 
aim to ensure: 

 Visibility of grants projects 

 Availability of an efficient communication platform 

 Usage of standard templates for reports and requests 

 Usage of standard and/or simplified templates for procurement procedures 

 Providing the beneficiaries and the CA with early warnings about potential problems 

 Providing the CA with necessary tools to monitor several different projects without 
delays 

 Increasing the efficiency of processes for handling beneficiaries requests 

 Applying correct financial rules 

 Easy and quick access to projects documents and deliverables 
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Problems solved by EGREG 

Objectives of the proposed system are achieved by addressing the problems encountered by 
beneficiaries as well as by the Contracting Authority.  

1. At the beneficiaries level 

With EGREG, beneficiaries can ensure the completeness, integrity and correctness of their 
projects' information, documents, payments, requests and reports with respect to rules and 
templates. Key and relevant project information is entered only once and used as a reference 
for recording all project activities.  

Beneficiaries can: 

1. Schedule project tasks and deliverables. 

2. Upload narrative reports and any other technical deliverables. 

3. Register all project costs in a simple and effective way keeping all supporting documents 
(like invoices) linked to the payment record. 

4. Compare actual costs to plan costs at different levels. 

5. Generate financial Reports for any period. 

6. Export important documents and reports to office applications.  

7. Prepare and submit precise financial and technical requests (Request to use 
contingencies, Forecast Budget, Request for addendum) to be instantly delivered to the 
Contracting Authority. 

2. At the Contracting Authority level 

The CA staff can increase the efficiency of grants management and monitoring saving a lot of 
time and human resources. 

1. With the easy access to all grants projects requests and deliverables, monitoring several 
different projects is much easier. 

2. Clear and comprehensive view of implementation status (Technical & Financial) of each 
grant project is available in one screen. 

3. Problems kept under control through an early warning system tracking eligible costs in 
real time.  

4. Processes for handling beneficiaries requests are shorter and quicker. 

5. Electronic copies of all official documents are archived and organised by type and by 
project. 

With all grants projects' information saved in a well-structured database, reports and statistics 
that may be needed by the CA can be built and customized (See Section 4.4). 

Section 4.3 (System Overview) below gives a brief description with sample screenshots of 
functions provided by EGERG that contribute to resolving the problems described earlier in this 
document. 
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4. SYSTEM OVERVIEW 

4.1. Technical Description 

EGREG is a web-based application built on open source platform with no licensing costs for the 
underlying systems; it can be accessed through widely available web browsers where no 
installations are needed. 

EGREG is designed with a multi-layer structure: 

 A database with all projects data well structured, organised, stored and secured; 

 A business layer implementing the rules and processes; and 

 A simple easy-to-use graphical user interface protecting the user from hazardous errors 
by minimising the amount of data to enter, where most data entry is done through 
drop-down lists and menus. 

Addressing the needs of authorities responsible for the monitoring of EU-funded grants 
projects, EGREG supports the use of all official EU languages. 

4.2. System Users 

EGREG is ready to be used mainly by the Beneficiaries (coordinators and co-applicants) and the 
Contracting Authority (Imprest Administrator (IA), Imprest Accounting Officer (IAO) and the 
Administrative Assistant (AA)). Groups of users can be extended to allow for other groups like 
an EC officer, Technical Monitor...etc. (See section 4.4 for possible extensions) 

Access rights are controlled through password protected accounts with determined features for 
each user. 

All the data is secured in a database, which is protected against data loss and unauthorised 
access or modifications. 

4.3. System Features 

1. Beneficiary Functions 

Before using the full features of the system, the beneficiary has to enter and upload the key 
project information; more specifically: a Fact Sheet summarising the project information as in 
the awarded proposal, the project Action Plan  and the project Budget including the expected 
sources of funding. (See section 4.4 for possible extensions). 

Once these information are checked and approved by the CA user, the beneficiary is provided 
with all the following features: 

1. Schedule project tasks: in addition to the timetable of deliverables entered with the 
action plan; a graphical calendar is made available to the beneficiary to schedule any 
type of tasks related to the project. (See Fig. 1) 

2. Upload narrative reports and other scheduled deliverables to be immediately accessible 
by the Contracting Authority. (See Fig. 1) 
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Figure (1): Tasks and Deliverables Scheduler 

3. Register project payments in accordance with the approved budget. The system allows 
the beneficiary to save, together with the payment record, any supporting documents 
(like scanned invoices). The system checks the payments against the approved budget 
and alerts the beneficiary about any possible ineligible costs. (See Fig. 2) 

 

Figure (2): Register Project Payments 
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4. Provide access to co-beneficiaries (if any) to register their payments directly on the 
system: the coordinator can grant access to one or more of co-applicants to register 
their payments into the system. 

5. Generate financial reports in standard PRAG templates. These reports can be exported 
to standard office applications to be used as stand-alone documents. (See Fig. 3) 

 

Figure (3): Financial Report in the standard PRAG template 

 

6. Prepare and submit requests to use contingencies reserve. (See Fig. 4) 
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Figure (4): Prepare and submit a request to use contingencies reserve 

7. Modify the budget according to rules: the system helps the user in making budget 
reallocations taking into consideration the allowed transfers and the actually incurred 
expenditures. The CA is automatically notified, and the beneficiary can upload a copy of 
the notification letter. (See Fig. 5) 

 

Figure (5): Budget Reallocations 
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8. Prepare the next year budget taking into account what has been actually spent (as units 
or costs). (See Fig. 6) 

 

Figure (6): Forecast Budget 

9. Prepare a request for addendum affecting the project duration/action plan, or the 
project budget, or both. The system helps the beneficiary in using the correct templates 
as well as in preparing a correct budget that takes into account what has been actually 
spent (as units or costs). (See Fig. 7 & Fig. 8) 

 

Figure (7): Explanatory Note 
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Figure (8): Addendum Budget 

 

In addition to the above listed functions, the system assists the beneficiary(ies) in getting 
immediate important information. This includes: 

 Access to online copies of contractual documents (e.g. Special conditions, 
Logframe...etc).  These documents are uploaded to the system database by the project 
administrative assistant (See section 4.4 for possible extensions). 

 Access to all deliverables, reports and requests submitted. 

 Access to forms and templates published by the Contracting Authority. 

 Get summarised or detailed information about the implementation status (how many 
deliverables have been already delivered, how much of the contingency reserve is used, 
how much of the total budget is spent, total of payments on a specific budget heading 
or budget line during a user specified period, for which cost items the allocated funds 
are completely spent or about to be completely spent, what reallocations have been 
made before...etc). (See Figures 9, 10 and 11) 
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Figure (9): Summarised and detailed status information 

 

 

Figure (10): Modified Budget vs Initial Budget 
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Figure (11): Budget vs real expenditures and reallocations 

 

2. Financial Officer (or Imprest Accounting Officer) Functions 

The system keeps the financial officer timely updated to allow for real time tracking of eligible 
costs. It informs her/him about any: 

1. Budget reallocations done by beneficiaries. 

2. Payments that make the expenditure incurred on a budget line exceeding the initially 
allocated budget (or the allocated number of units). (See Fig. 12) 

 

Figure (12): Automatic alerts on probably ineligible payments 

 

Added to the system generated alerts, the financial officer is able to: 

1. Check requests to use the contingency reserve submitted by beneficiaries and forward 
these requests, with her/his recommendations, to the Imprest Administrator. (See Fig. 
13) 

 

Figure (13): Requests to use contingencies reserve 
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2. Check financial reports submitted by beneficiaries and forward these reports, with 
her/his notes, to the Imprest Administrator. 

3. Check forecasted budgets prepared by beneficiaries and forward them, with her/his 
recommendations, to the Imprest Administrator. 

4. Check budgets submitted with addendum requests and forward them, with her/his 
recommendations, to the Imprest Administrator (See Fig. 14). 

 

Figure (14): Addendum Requests (Summarized and Detailed information) 

 

3. Project Manager (or Imprest Administrator) Functions 

Similarly to the financial officer, the system alerts the Imprest Administrator about any actions 
that may affect the eligibility of projects costs, as well as about any requests that need her/his 
handling or intervention. (See Fig. 15) 
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Figure (15): System generated alerts 

The IA can at any moment get the history and the implementation status of any grant project 
by having access, with a view-only mode, to all documents, reports, payments and requests 
submitted by the beneficiary. (See Fig. 16) 

 

Figure (16): Project Summary 
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4.4. Possible Extensions and Complementary Services 

With its multi-tier structure, EGERG can be extended by another module and/or customised to 
include more features and/or modify the existing ones.  

Possible Extensions 

A Proposal Management System can be installed together with EGREG to cover the activities of 
proposals evaluation and contractual phases in accordance with the published Guidelines. (See 
Fig. 17) 

The Proposal Management System is developed using the same technologies and techniques as 
EGREG. It is a tool allowing the Contracting Authority performing the e-submission, proposals 
assessment, selection and contracts registration online. 

If installed together, data entered through the Proposal Management System (like the Fact 
Sheet and the Contractual Documents) is automatically transferred to EGREG database (for 
awarded grants) and accounts are automatically created for contracted applicants. 

 

Figure (17): Proposal Management System (Home Page) 

 

Customisations 

Customisations may range from simple ones (like using the specific programme logo, specific 
beneficiary country flag and introductory text for the home page) to advanced customisations 
like: 

 Extending the group of users to include more roles (like an EC monitor, Technical 
Mentor...etc) with the relevant functions. 

 Extending the set of functions to incorporate additional reports or statistics and 
indicators calculation. 

 

Complementary Services 

 Training: With its friendly and easy-to-use interface and the online documentation, 
using EGREG needs few hours of hands-on training: 6 hours for the CA users and 12 
hours for beneficiaries are considered sufficient. In addition, webinars can also be 
organised. 
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 Web hosting and maintenance: a technical team can be made available to resolve and 
track technical issues so the CA does not need to hire or allocate any technical staff. 

 Remote assistance: Users (from all groups) are provided with the facility to submit their 
enquiries, both technical and administrative, to a backstopping team ready to answer 
their questions. 

 


